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Images from Mierle Laderman Ukeles’s “Touch Sanitation Performance” of 1979-80, the
first of many projects she has made for, and with, New York’s Department of
Sanitation. Credit Agaton Strom for The New York Times
Full and exemplary retrospectives of major but under-known American artists are rare.
The Queens Museum has such a show in “Mierle Laderman Ukeles: Maintenance
Art,” which opens on Sunday.
Ms. Ukeles is probably most familiar for her nearly four-decade stint as official, though
unsalaried, artist-in-residence with New York’s Department of Sanitation. What the
show gives us, though, is something less easily packaged: a conceptualist who has always

grounded far-looking ideas in here-and-now situations and things, and a social
revolutionary who understands the power of service.
She was born in Denver in 1939, the child of a rabbi, and had art on her mind early on.
New York City, she knew, was where enterprising artists should go. That’s where her
youthful heroes Jackson Pollock, Marcel Duchamp and Mark Rothko were, or had been.
So in the early 1960s, she went and enrolled at Pratt Institute.

Mierle Laderman Ukeles’s mirror-covered garbage truck, “The Social Mirror,” will visit
the Queens Museum on weekends during show. Credit Agaton Strom for The New York
Times
Problems arose. The work she was doing — painting and sculpture hybrids, bulging with
rag-and-tinfoil-stuffed breastlike and phallic forms — were poorly received by the
mostly male faculty. Too messy, they said. Too sexual. She should change direction,
meaning clean up her act. She left.
She rented a studio and designed inflatable architecturally scaled rubber and vinyl
versions of bulbous forms, envisioning them as sculptures that could be attached to
buildings, occupied, then folded up and put away. Then in 1966, she married and two
years later had a child. Problems again. Raising an infant and running a home was a

full-time job. No time for the studio. She was now a successful domestic worker and a
failed artist.
And she was furious. So she sat down and started to write a clarifying, role-redefining
letter-of-intent-to self. She titled it “Manifesto for Maintenance Art 1969!” and it read,
in part: “I am an artist. I am a woman. I am a wife. I am a mother. (random order). I do
a hell of a lot of washing, cleaning, cooking, renewing, supporting, preserving, etc. Also,
(up to now separately) I ‘do’ art.”

Ms. Ukeles’s “Ceremonial Arch IV.” Credit Agaton Strom for The New York Times
“Up to now separately” was the pivotal phrase. From that time forward, she would
continue her everyday life but, with a nod to Duchamp, redefine it as art. “My working
will be the work,” as she put it. And so it has been, in often complex, increasingly
monumental forms, for the past 45 years.
The Queens retrospective — her first comprehensive one, organized by Larissa Harris, a
curator at the museum, and the art historian Patricia C. Phillips — revisits much of it,
primarily through documents and photographs, along with a few large sculptures and
installations. (Ms. Phillips’s extensive catalog essay is an invaluable addition: Facts,
style, wisdom, they’re all there.)

The manifesto — four typewritten pages hanging alone on a wall — marks the
chronological start of the show, which flows through galleries that wrap around the
museum’s high-ceilinged atrium. The initial examples of Maintenance Art were modest
chamber pieces, at-home performances: dress the kids (by the early 1970s she had two);
sort the socks (she arranged black ones into calligraphic characters); photograph
everything; and (this came later) stamp the documentary results with an authenticating
seal.

“Maintain Your Destiny: Earth Exchange: Ransom Piece” by Ms. Ukeles, at the Queens
Museum. Credit Agaton Strom for The New York Times
Pretty soon she went public. In 1973, the always-ahead-of-everyone critic and historian
Lucy Lippard asked her to create some work for a traveling all-woman group show of
Conceptual Art. The first version of the piece, which was a performance, took place at
the Wadsworth Atheneum in Hartford. It was a beauty.
There Ms. Ukeles (pronounced YOU-kah-lees) basically did what she usually did at
home: She cleaned and made sure the premises were secure. In a museum these are the
tasks of maintenance workers and security guards, not artists. Unless an artist calls
them art, which she did, and they flipped conventional hierarchies of value upside down,
turning art into a kind of chore, and chores into a kind of ceremony.

After being shown the ropes by the Atheneum staff, she locked and unlocked galleries;
polished display cases; and two days later returned, alone, to wash the museum’s front
step on her hands and knees. Photographs of the washing are now classic 1970s images.
In them, feminism, institutional critique, sly humor and self-possessed humility unite.
It’s a wonderful image, heroic in a sneakers-and-jeans way, a power of example, a
reminder that it’s high time some of our filthy rich 21st century museums got a scrubdown.

“Washing/Tracks/Maintenance Outside” by Mierle Laderman Ukeles. Credit Agaton
Strom for The New York Times
On principle and by temperament, Ms. Ukeles is a team player, and she gradually
expanded the size of her teams. In 1976, in a piece for the now-closed Lower Manhattan
branch of the Whitney Museum of American Art, she recruited 300 office maintenance
workers as collaborators. For five months, she took individual photos of them as they
went through their eight-hour shifts. Then she asked each to label the images of their
labor as “art” or “work.”
Some 700 of the photos are in the Queens show. It’s not always easy to discern a logic
behind the labeling, though sometimes it is. For one middle-age office cleaner, effort
seemed to be the defining criterion. When she was vacuuming, that was work. When she

was dusting, that was art. It’s possible that, by having to make the choice, she would
view her job and life differently thereafter, as Ms. Ukeles was viewing her own life and
work.
Ms. Ukeles’s big break came later that year. Her Whitney piece was reviewed in The
Village Voice. The writer quipped that maybe Maintenance Art, which consisted “of all
the routine chores most people hate,” might find some wider civic application, with the
Department of Sanitation, say. Ms. Ukeles clipped the review and sent it to the
department. Management called and said: Come talk to us. She did, and she’s been their
on-site artist more or less ever since.

A video installation, “Snow Workers Ballet,” from a series of “Work Ballets.” Credit
Agaton Strom for The New York Times
Now she was working with a really big team, and this one was in crisis mode. New York
was broke. (These were the “Ford to City: Drop Dead” days.) People were scared and
angry, and garbage collectors, never much respected, were targets of abuse. Ms. Ukeles,
who saw the clear value of their work, and the care they took, resolved to help. Her epic
“Touch Sanitation Performance” of 1979-80 was the result.

For 11 months, she traveled the boroughs and personally introduced herself to all of the
department’s 8,500 workers on their beats. She greeted each with a handshake and the
words “Thank you for keeping New York City alive.” The show has videos of these
meetings, some on view for the first time, and they’re very moving. It’s clear that for
some of the men — almost all the workers were men — Ms. Ukeles’s gesture came as a
kind of secular benediction, and the energy flowed both ways. They took her as
seriously, and generously, as she took them.
For the retrospective, the museum has marked out, in tiny lights on its famed Panorama
of New York City, all the meet-and-greets Ms. Ukeles made for the piece. And this
mapping of a highly personalized, and at some level deeply private, work of public art
turns the city into a field of winking stars.
“Touch Sanitation” was the first of many projects Ms. Ukeles has made for, and with, the
department, including a delightful series of “Work Ballets,” choreographed for
sanitation equipment. In 1983, for the First New York City Art Parade, she sent a
mirror-covered garbage collection truck rumbling up Madison Avenue, with six
mechanical sweepers pirouetting behind. The resplendent truck, called “The Social
Mirror” and still preserved by the department, will visit the museum, under “sanmen”
guard, on weekends during the show’s run.
In recent years, Ms. Ukeles has focused on ecological projects, among them the
transformation of a former sanitation landfill, Fresh Kills, on Staten Island, into park.
The site, once one of the world’s largest dumps, closed in 2001, reopened after the
destruction of the World Trade Center, then closed again this year. Ms. Ukeles describes
it as “a 50-year-old social sculpture we have all produced” from “undifferentiated,
unnamed, no-value garbage,” and a public asset that we can, with loving care, repair and
preserve. Her proposals for the park are on view in the museum’s atrium; she’ll lead a
tour of the site in November.
Care, repair and preservation are what Ms. Ukeles’s art has been about right along. It’s
as if her early realization that self-empowerment comes not through fighting but
through redefining the meaning of power had given her a usable awareness of
vulnerability in the world. That awareness has taken her, in ways extremely rare in
contemporary art, through potential barriers of class and gender; it has given her an
enviable ease with spirituality (her Jewish faith is central to her life); and it has let her
produce work that’s as companionable as a shared meal and as serious as art can be.
“Mierle Laderman Ukeles: Maintenance Art” continues through Feb. 19 at Queens
Museum, New York City, Building, Flushing Meadows Corona Park; 718-592-9700;
queensmuseum.org.
A version of this article appears in print on September 16, 2016, on page C17 of
the New York edition with the headline: Redefining Power With Everyday Labor.
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A retrospective for the Department of Sanitation’s official artist-inresidence, plus a planned installation at Fresh Kills Landfill
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The artist, Mierle Laderman Ukeles, on the future site of the work, which has been under way since 1989
and slated to open in 2018 or 2019. PHOTO: MANSURA KHANAM FOR THE WALL STREET JOURNAL
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As the official artist-in-residence of the New York City Department of Sanitation for nearly 40
years, Mierle Laderman Ukeles has found herself in some unusual scenarios: on trash trucks, in
an incinerator, by the belly of a garbage barge.

But perhaps none has been more out of the ordinary than a trip last week to the former Fresh
Kills Landfill, now a site of idyllic waterways, rolling grass and open skies.
“It’s a new kind of earth,” Ms. Ukeles said of the pastoral grounds on Staten Island that once
comprised the largest garbage dump in the world. “It was degraded and would make people go
‘ewww,’ but now it’s going to be a safe, healthy park.”
Ms. Ukeles, whose survey of self-described “maintenance art” opened over the weekend at the
Queens Museum, took time away from the show’s installation to visit a project that has occupied
her for decades.
The project, “Landing,” calls for two sculpted mounds of dirt and grass, each about 100 feet
long, plus a cantilevered platform that will extend out into open space above a scenic waterway.
Little has been built, since navigating the layers of municipal approval has proved a laborious
process.

A drainage structure at the former Fresh Kills Land Fill in Staten Island, which was once the largest
garbage dump in the world and is being transformed into a park. PHOTO: MANSURA KHANAM FOR THE WALL
STREET JOURNAL

When it is finished, visitors will have access to what the artist called the “ecological theater” of
wildlife activity, as well as expansive views. From vantage points near the site, the naked eye
can see industrial farms in New Jersey, the fast-developing Staten Island neighborhoods of
Greenridge and Arden Heights and, in the distance, the lower Manhattan skyline.
Ms. Ukeles’s landfill project, under way since 1989 and slated to open in 2018 or 2019, is part of
a larger proposal to rehabilitate the former landfill into Freshkills Park, with 2,200 acres of land
making it nearly triple the size of Central Park.
It also draws on the work Ms. Ukeles has been doing since she became the sanitation
department’s artist-in-residence. Her interests as an artist include issues of labor, waste and
systems of maintenance that help make the modern world work, often with little attention or
respect.

‘The art is the easy part. It’s just getting people to fund it and do it—that’s what takes 20 years.’
—Mierle Laderman Ukeles

For her piece “Touch Sanitation Performance,” Ms. Ukeles spent 11 months, starting in 1979,
meeting and shaking the hands of every sanitation worker in the city, saying to each, “Thank you
for keeping New York City alive.” In other instances, she staged “work ballets” with
choreography for groups of hauling machines and barges.
In 1983, for a piece called “Social Mirror,” she outfitted a garbage truck with a silver surface to
reflect onlookers’ gazes back. Its message, Ms. Ukeles said: We are all implicated in the life of
the trash we make.
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TRASH TALK: Artist Mierle Laderman Ukeles, center, in black, discusses ‘Landing,’ an installation
planned for the new park at the former Fresh Kills landfill in Staten Island. PHOTO: MANSURA KHANAM FOR
THE WALL STREET JOURNAL

The Queens Museum show, on view into February 2017, includes photo and video
documentation of such works, plus sculptures and installations related to art that has taken shape
across a kind of active civic canvas.
“There are many ways to look at this kind of art, but the basic idea is the art is social,” saidTom
Finkelpearl, commissioner of the New York City Department of Cultural Affairs, which is
administering the “Landing” project as part of its program Percent for Art. “She makes an
interactive space, and the space—that’s the artwork.”
The design process for “Landing” is largely approved, after years of proposals presented to the
sanitation department, the Department of Parks & Recreation and local Staten Island municipal
bodies, among other agencies.

“The art is the easy part. It’s just getting people to fund it and do it—that’s what takes 20 years,”
said Ms. Ukeles, underestimating by nearly a decade the time devoted so far.
Costs for construction, according to the sanitation department, are estimated at $1.3 million, to
be carried out while work on the larger Freshkills Park takes place in stages over years and
decades to come. Ms. Ukeles will lead a public tour of the “Landing” site as part of the Queens
Museum show on Nov. 20. The whole of the park is expected to be completed around 2036.
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‘Ceremonial Arch,’ made from hundreds of dirty work gloves and other materials is part of the career
retrospective ‘Mierle Laderman Ukeles: Maintenance Art’ at the Queens Museum PHOTO: MANSURA
KHANAM FOR THE WALL STREET JOURNAL

Reminders of the location’s past as a landfill remain, such as extraction wells that mine gas from
decomposing trash. But they have been dwindling with time, since the site stopped accepting
garbage in 2001. The towering mounds of waste were capped long ago with plastic membranes
and topped with about 3 feet of different soils, to promote growth of grasses and trees that have
taken over the landscape.
“See how they wiggle? They capture the light,” Ms. Ukeles said of sun-streaked trees called
quaking aspens that, like everything in her beloved sanctuary, excited her artistic mind and eye.
Now the waterways in view from the “Landing” spot are home to herons and, in certain months,
migrations of baby eels.
“Look at the views,” said Phillip Gleason, the sanitation department’s assistant commissioner of
waste-management engineering and a longtime ally of Ms. Ukeles and her art. As if seeing the
bucolic idyll for the first time, he added, with a sense of wonder, “Where are we?”
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This list barely scratches the surface of the city’s artistic offerings this year, from overdue retrospectives to
surprising sides of artists we know well.
Hyperallergic December 27, 2016

(photo of Mierle Laderman Ukeles, “The Social Mirror,” outside the Queens Museum by Jillian
Steinhauer/Hyperallergic)

New York is no longer the center of the art world, its art scene is doomed, and artists
are fleeing because the rent is too damn high. Writers can declare all sorts of doomsday
scenarios, but the fact remains: New York is still an incredible place to see art. This list of 20
exhibitions (plus honorable mentions) barely scratches the surface of the city’s artistic
offerings this year, from overdue retrospectives to surprising sides of artists we know well.
It provides a small comfort: 2016 may have been really shitty, but at least we saw some really
good art.

2. Mierle Laderman Ukeles: Maintenance Art at the Queens Museum

Mierle Laderman Ukeles, “Ceremonial Arch IV” (1988/1993/1994/2016), more than 5,000 gloves
donated from 10 urban organizations, in steel cages and on steel rods, situated over six columns wrought
from materials donated from local and federal agencies (photo by Jillian Steinhauer/Hyperallergic)

September 18, 2016–February 19, 2017
In 1969, Mierle Laderman Ukeles wrote a manifesto for s0mething she called “maintenance
art,” which is summed up perfectly by an often-quoted line: “The sourball of every revolution:
after the revolution, who’s going to pick up the garbage on Monday morning?” That deeply
insightful question has shaped the decades of work she’s developed since, from carrying out
various maintenance tasks at museums to shaking the hand of every sanitation worker in NYC
to envisioning the Fresh Kills landfill as a park. Ukeles’s brilliant reconception of both art and
labor has gone underappreciated for too long; this eye-opening survey begins to rectify that. —
Jillian Steinhauer
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Mierle Laderman Ukeles, "Touch Sanitation Performance: Sweep 7, Staten Island, 6:00 a.m. Roll Call," 1978-80 (performance),
2007 (photo)
(Courtesy Ronald Feldman Fine Arts, New York)

For its September 2016 issue, Art+Auction compiled a list of the 25 most
collectible conceptual artists of the last 75 years. This week, ARTINFO will
publish several installments from the list per day. Click here to read the
introduction to the list. To see all the installments published so far, click here.

Mierle Laderman Ukeles
Simultaneously addressing institutional critique and feminist perspectives in art,
Ukeles is best known for her landmark performances dealing with what she has
termed “Maintenance Art.” Throughout the 1970s she performed a series of
actions at the Wadsworth Atheneum in Hartford, Connecticut, where she
undertook maintenance work for the museum, such as washing the entryways
and cleaning glass vitrines. Recontextualizing the museum in terms of labor
relations and exposing the institution’s reliance on a largely invisible workforce,
Ukeles also drew parallels between these tasks and the domestic duties often
relegated to women. Her work can be seen through several lenses, but her
approach is ultimately “rooted in a deep human-ism,” says Marco Nocella of New
York’s Ronald Feldman Fine Arts, who places her work in the vein of Joseph
Beuys. Because she was a pioneer in the realm of social practice, institutional
interest in Ukeles’s work is significant. She has exhibited widely, including at the
Whitney Museum, Queens Museum, moca Los Angeles, Brooklyn Museum, and
Haus der Kunst in Munich. Discerning collectors and curators tend to acquire her
work directly from the gallery rather than in the secondary market. Editioned
works, largely in the form of photographic documentation, start at $20,000,
while her manifesto—the foundation for her early performances—is priced at
$175,000, and her sculptures reach beyond that. Ukeles is the official artist in
residence at the New York City Department of Sanitation, an unsalaried position
she has held since the 1970s.
A retrospective of Laderman Ukeles's work, titled "Maintenance Art," is on view
at the Queens Museum now through February 19, 2017.
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MIERLE LADERMAN UKELES
with Maya Harakawa
Mierle Laderman Ukeles (b. 1939) is a maintenance artist. Since 1969, the year she
wrote Manifesto for Maintenance Art, 1969!, later published in the pages of Artforum,
she has devoted her practice to demystifying the invisible labor that undergirds society.
“Maintenance is a drag,” she wrote in the manifesto, “it takes all the fucking time (lit.)
The mind boggles and chafes at the boredom. The culture confers lousy status on
maintenance jobs = minimum wages, housewives = no pay.” In 1978, Ukeles became
the artist-in-residence at the New York City Sanitation Department, a position she
continues to hold. Her monumental piece Touch Sanitation (1978 – 1980), for which
she spent a year traveling around the city, shaking hands with every sanitation worker
and thanking them for keeping the city alive, is a touchstone for socially engaged art.
She is currently at work on a project for Fresh Kills Landfill in Staten Island, pursuing
the first artwork to be permanently installed at what was once the largest landfill in the
world.
On the occasion of the first solo survey exhibition of her work—Mierle Laderman
Ukeles: Maintenance Art currently on view at the Queens Museum—Ukeles sat down
with Maya Harakawa to discuss her early training as an artist, motherhood, and making
art with 10,000 people.

Portrait of Mierle Laderman Ukeles. Pencil on paper by Phong Bui. From a photo by Susan Egan.

Mierle Laderman Ukeles: I began studying for my MFA at Pratt. I studied
everything, except ceramics.
Maya Harakawa (Rail): Why not?
Ukeles: Because there are too many rules. Maybe I’m wrong, but that’s what I thought.
You have to do everything a certain way. There shouldn’t be rules in art school, you
should try everything. I still believe that.
Rail: What was it like to be in art school in the early ’60s?
Ukeles: It was already past Abstract Expressionism, so Pop Art, assemblage, and all
sorts of fabulous stuff was going on. But there were many teachers that couldn’t handle
the change. And a lot of them couldn’t handle women. I was in a sculpture class at Pratt
and the teacher told me that women shouldn’t be in sculpture.
Rail: Did he say why?
Ukeles: No, it was obvious.
Rail: What ideas or artists were you responding to at that point?
Ukeles: There were other artists there that I messed around with, like Ralph Ortiz
(Raphael Montañez Ortiz); he tore up a bed, he was a destructivist. Ralph had this
theory that we are innately violent but that, if violence is sublimated into art, then we
can be peaceful. He had this bedspring that he cut and ripped and MoMA bought it!
While we were in school. I was never a destructivist because I didn’t believe the theory,
but I was very interested in psychoanalysis. Freud, Jung, and Norman O. Brown. We
flipped out over them. And Marcuse was important to me as well. That was the
beginning of student movements organizing all over the place. The administration at
Pratt was very fearful of that.
Rail: Did you have influential teachers at Pratt?
Ukeles: I didn’t learn from a lot of my teachers because they just wanted their students
to copy their work, to work like them. But my first teacher in graduate school was
Robert Richenburg, who was just marvelous. He spoke about freedom. He said that the

artist has to be free and I just lapped that up. The most important experience that I had
in graduate school was all-out freedom. That’s really why I wanted to be an artist. In
Richenburg’s class, I started doing this wrapping, pouring, and stuffing, and he saw that
that was my first original artwork. I didn’t know what I was doing but I knew more than
anyone else about it. That was mywork. But the administration told Richenburg that he
had to stop me from making them. He would exhibit them around the graduate studio
and they told him to take them down. They said I was making pornography and that I
was oversexed. I thought it was abstract! [Laughter.] I mean, they’re pretty visceral, but
I really did think they were abstract. He ignored the administration and he got fired.
They didn’t kick me out but they made me extremely unwelcome. After that whole
incident, I came back for one semester, but I couldn’t stand being there so I left.
Rail: How did that experience affect how you saw yourself as an artist?
Ukeles: I almost fell apart. But I knew I was onto something very important. The work
had value because it was my work.
Rail: Your early work was object-based, but after you left Pratt your work became less
and less material. So much so that your Manifesto for Maintenance Art has been
subsumed under the rubric of conceptualism. Do you see a through line here, or was
there a complete departure?
Ukeles: I’m glad you asked me that. After I left Pratt I moved back home to Colorado
and I kept making work. I bought three hundred pounds of stuffed animals and rags
and I started stuffing and stuffing. I kept making works that were bigger and bigger. I
could work a whole day stuffing them until the form was as full as possible. I would
stuff, and stuff a little bit more, and a little bit more, and then the whole thing would
explode—literally explode: a hundred pounds of stuffing would be lying on the ground. I
had to worry about cleaning up, but I didn’t want to take care of anything. Basically the
materiality became a burden: instead of a means of expression it became something I
had to take care of.
Rail: Your relationship to materiality started to change.
Ukeles: This was during the Vietnam War, so materiality had a whole bad aspect to it.
Using resources suddenly became suspect, because that’s how we ended up in
Southeast Asia. Everything became suspect, really: institutions, making things,

consumer objects; capitalism itself—moving, moving, moving, using everybody’s
resources.
After the stuffings, I started working on these large inflatable pieces. The idea was that I
could blow them up, and then, when I wasn’t showing them, I’d deflate them. Because if
I could fold them up and put them in my jeans, I wouldn’t have to take care of them. I
was really serious about that. It was ridiculous. I spent four years trying to make them.
Eventually, I contacted Experiments in Art and Technology (E.A.T.) for help because I
wanted to make them electromagnetized so the forms would inflate and deflate. I
wanted them to breathe, to expand and then contract. E.A.T. hooked me up with a
physicist. I showed him all my plans and he told me that the project had to be
underwater. Why? Because electromagnetism falls off radically after a few inches and I
wanted these things to be big. So I said to him, “You know it’s very hard to see art if it’s
underwater.” He looked at me like I was crazy and I thought: this isn’t going to work.
[Laughter.]
The air art was about freedom. Free, free, free—no maintenance, no nothing. But they
kept leaking. I was able to make one piece after four years of work, but when I took it
outside the whole thing cracked. I wrote to these plastic companies and got free plastic,
but they neglected to tell me that the material wouldn’t hold below a certain
temperature. So all of these air art symbols of freedom had terrible maintenance
problems.
Rail: As you were working on these pieces, you had your first child.
Ukeles: Yes, I became a maintenance worker because I became mother. The thing
about maintenance is that if you decide that something has value, then you want to
maintain it. You have to do a series of tasks to keep it alive. I loved that baby; I fell
madly in love with that baby. But I didn’t know anything about being a mother, about
how to make sure that my child was healthy and robust. Whether it’s a child, an
institution, or a city, it’s all the same: if you want them to thrive, you have to do a lot of
maintenance—a whole lot.
Rail: What is the difference between maintenance and labor?

Ukeles: That’s a great question. Maintenance is always circular and repetitive. Labor
could be like building a highway from the Atlantic to the Pacific: once it’s built, it’s
done. There’s labor in maintenance, but not all labor has to be repetitive.
Rail: How did motherhood affect you as an artist?
Ukeles: It was a time of crisis for me. I mean, I wanted that baby. It wasn’t that
someone pushed me into having a baby. But all my heroes, the artists I was trying to be
like—Jackson Pollock, Marcel Duchamp, Mark Rothko—didn’t have to deal with the
maintenance of motherhood. Here I was changing diapers, saying to myself, “Where are
you, Jackson? Where are you, Marcel?” I felt like they abandoned me. They had nothing
to say to me. They wouldn’t be caught dead doing what I was doing as a mother. I felt
like I was falling.
Rail: Did you identify as a feminist by this time?
Ukeles: Oh yes, but I wasn’t active because I was busy. I had gone through hell from
Pratt, hell, and here were these women speaking out. I needed them. I also faced a
classic maternal conundrum after my children were born. I divided my life in half. My
husband, Jack, was a professor at the University of Pennsylvania at that point, and we
hired someone to take care of our daughter for half the week. So half the week I would
be home with the baby and half the week I would be in my studio. But when I was in my
studio, I kept thinking: is she really paying attention to the baby? And when I was with
my baby I kept thinking: when am I going to do my work? It was like this hurricane,
which never ceased, nor has it ceased for my daughters. They’re still saying the same
stuff.
One day, it was October 1969, I had an epiphany. I said to myself: You’re the boss of
your freedom. You’re not a copier of Marcel, who can’t help you anymore. If you’re the
boss of your freedom then you have the right to name anything art. Marcel gave me that
right. So that’s how I turned my maintenance work into maintenance art. That was it. It
was a way to keep my life together. I said to myself: I’m an artist. I need to be who I am,
and this is who I am.
Rail: Was writing the Manifesto for Maintenance Art a way of legitimating this
decision to yourself?

Mierle Laderman Ukeles, Touch Sanitation, 1979 – 80. Citywide performance with 8,500 Sanitation workers across all fiftynine New York City Sanitation districts. Courtesy Ronald Feldman Fine Arts. Photo: Marcia Bricker.

Ukeles: Yes, ma’am! And I did it in one shot.
Rail: Why was the manifesto form appealing to you?
Ukeles: It was provocative. I was saying, “Hey! It’s over, folks. We’re in a new time.” Of
course, after I wrote it I started rethinking everything,everything. I had this very fancy
education, I graduated from Barnard College, and I was so stupid. I felt like people
would automatically listen to me because I was well educated. But after I became a
mother, people would meet me and they would have nothing to ask me. Basically, I fell
out of a certain class and moved into another. And when I looked around, I saw that
most of the people in the world were also in that class, that they were workers too. I felt
also that the feminist movement, which I was counting on to help me, wasn’t all that
interested in women service workers.
Rail: There was a classist dimension to the politics.

Ukeles: Totally. One hundred percent.
Rail: But you still participated in feminist art activities. Lucy Lippard eventually
became aware of your work and exhibited it.
Ukeles: The manifesto was published in Artforum in 1971. Jack Burnham included it
in an article about the end of the avant-garde because I explicitly call out the limits of
the avant-garde. After the article was published, Lucy Lippard calls me up on the
telephone [and says], “Are you real? Or did Jack Burnham make you up for his article?”
Isn’t that great? She thought he concocted it. It turned out we lived a few blocks away
from each other, so we got together. She invited me to be in c. 7,500, a show of women
conceptual artists that she curated in 1973. It started at CalArts, and eventually traveled
all over the country.
Rail: Did that show feel like a legitimating moment for maintenance art?
Ukeles: Yes, definitely. But I got sort of jealous that my work was traveling around so
much. I wanted to go too. I mean, I was still stuck in the house all day, and my work
was traveling around. So I called up Lucy and I told her that I wanted to do some
maintenance art activities, some performances. She gave me the names of the curators
at the sites. I contacted them and they said sure. I went to several places and I did about
fifteen performance works. For example, I performed these Maintenance Art Tasks at
the Wadsworth Atheneum in 1973. I washed the steps of the museum; I dusted the
vitrine of a mummy and called it a painting; I locked the doors to the museum—all as
maintenance artworks.
Rail: And you kept making maintenance art after that.
Ukeles: In 1976, I participated in a show at the downtown Whitney called Art-World.
All of the art in the show was about real world systems: Gordon Matta-Clark did a piece
about a new water tunnel in New York; Douglas Huebler was trying to photograph
everyone in the whole world; Helen and Newton Harrison made a huge map work, stuff
like that.
When I visited the site for the first time I was shocked to see this humongous office
building. That was when the downtown Whitney was at 55 Water Street. It’s actually
one of the largest office buildings in the world. Because of my interest in working with

maintenance in society, I had been looking for a skyscraper, because a skyscraper
obviously needs a lot of maintenance, right? So when I saw the building, I flipped.
Given the site, the abundance of maintenance workers, instead of making a work in the
museum, I proposed a work with all the workers in the building. That was I Make
Maintenance Art One Hour Everyday. There were three hundred workers in that
building, so I wrote to all three hundred of them inviting them to participate in a
performance work with me. The premise was simple: I invited them to think of their
regular maintenance work as maintenance art, to pick one hour everyday and in that
hour, whatever they were doing, to think of it as art instead of work. The Duchampian
freedom to rename something, to switch something, that’s what I invited them to do. It
wasn’t about me projecting something onto them; that’s exactly what I was trying to get
away from.
Rail: What did you learn from working with the maintenance workers?
Ukeles: I heard a lot of stories. One time, a guy came up to me and told me, “I just
washed the lobby floor, and someone spit on it.” If anybody did that to me I would have
had a fit. So asked, “What did you say?” And he said, “We’re not allowed to say
anything.” There was this sort of Apollonian order, a law of absolute order that
produced the idea that maintenance happens all by itself. It erased the human behind
the work. The standard of the building was that the building was always clean, always
perfect.
Rail: That’s because maintenance work maintains social order. The labor that is done
on a material level produces hierarchies between people: between the person who does
the maintenance and the people who ignore it, or worse.
Ukeles: The people who do physical work, they are put in a different layer. You have to
understand this about maintenance work: the workers, especially at night, they would
be cleaning all these fancy offices and I would go with them so I could photograph them
working. I didn’t care about the bosses or anything in the office besides the workers, but
the management got very nervous. They were afraid of what I might see. I’m sure I saw
a lot of sensitive stuff, but I didn’t care about any of it. But the thing was, these
maintenance workers, they saw these things all the time! But you see, they didn’t count,
management wasn’t afraid of what they saw every day because they were only there to
clean. So I got this huge understanding of this social order, of a priority of order.

Rail: There’s an issue of visibility in all of this: what work gets seen, what people get
seen. It seems like your use of photography really brought that to the fore.

Mierle Laderman Ukeles, I Make Maintenance Art One Hour Every Day, September 16 – October 20, 1976. Performance
with three hundred maintenance employees, day and night shifts over the course of six weeks at 55 Water Street, New
York. Installation at Whitney Museum Downtown at 55 Water Street. 720 Polaroid photographs mounted on paper, printed
labels, color-coded stickers, seven handwritten and typewritten texts, clipboard, and custom-made buttons, overall: 12 ×
15 feet. Courtesy of Ronald Feldman Fine Arts.

Ukeles: I used a Polaroid camera to take everyone’s picture. There’s a little white space
at the bottom. I made these labels “maintenance art” and “maintenance work” and
depending on what people said they were doing, I’d put the appropriate label on the
Polaroid. There could be two people working together, doing the same task, and one
might say that they were doing maintenance work and the other that they were doing
maintenance art. Whatever they would say to me, I would accept it. The point was that
they were the decision makers. That’s what I felt the contribution of the art was,
allowing these workers to take control of themselves. Even though they were trapped in
this really constraining system of order, for that one hour they got to decide what they
were doing.
Rail: What happened when you exhibited the work?

Ukeles: When the show opened I gridded off a wall in the gallery, and in the beginning
all I had was a grid of pencil lines. That made me very nervous. There were all these
other hotshot artists, and I had nothing! But little by little I would take these pictures,
label them as either maintenance work or maintenance art, and start mounting them on
the wall. And over the course of the exhibition I mounted seven hundred and twenty
photographs of decisions. It ended up being a picture of the human side of work, a
portrait of the building that showed that the work was human. The most wonderful
thing was that the workers started coming to the museum to check up on me, making
sure that I made good on what I said to them. The museum staff told me that the
workers never came into the museum because they felt like they didn’t belong there.
And they were very critical readers of the work, which I loved. I remember one worker
in particular, after seeing the photo I took of him in the men’s bathroom, he came up to
me and he said, “You missed the most important thing. You didn’t get me cleaning
underneath the rim of the toilet. That’s the work.” I loved that. He was really looking at
the work and he wasn’t afraid to tell me that I got it wrong. That’s all an artist really
wants, for people to really focus on the work and to respond to it.
Rail: How did people respond to the work?
Ukeles: David Bourdon wrote a review of the Whitney show in the Village Voice. He
wrote: “Maintenance workers of the world unite! Now you can call your work
performance art.” This was at the height of the fiscal crisis. People were getting laid off
all over the place. The bankers wanted New York to declare bankruptcy, it was really
dire. As a joke, Bourdon wrote, “Perhaps the sanitation department should call its work
performance art and replace some of its budget with a grant from theNEA.”
I didn’t know where my garbage went, I didn’t know who the commissioner of the
sanitation department was, but when I saw this review I got to thinking. I sent a Xerox
to the commissioner and a day or so later I got a call from commissioner Anthony
Vaccarello’s assistant asking me if I’d like to make art with 10,000 people. When I did
the piece at the Whitney, I really thought that an artist couldn’t work with more than
three hundred people. So this got me really excited. I said, “I’ll be right over.”
Rail: What was the commissioner like? I find it so crazy that someone in his position
would think that working with an artist was a good idea.

Ukeles: There was a feeling of desperation around the sanitation department. When I
spoke to Vaccarello he said to me, “Get to know the sanitation workers, they’re terrific
people.” And he asked one of his assistants to drive me all over the department. He
could have said, “Go to this one garage and find out what’s going on in this garage.”
That’s one way to think about a system, taking a sample. But he didn’t say that. I was
lucky in the first moves were big and compassionate.
Rail: But the commissioner was soon replaced.
Ukeles: When Ed Koch became mayor he appointed Norman Steisel to be the new
commissioner of Sanitation. Steisel felt very strongly that the workforce was completely
misunderstood, that even though the department needed a lot of improvement, the
blame was coming down on the workers and that was wrong. And with my passion for
workers that I brought with me from the original notion of maintenance art, the whole
feminist spiel, there was this meeting of minds. Steisel approved a set of proposals that
I gave him and he gave me access. He sent out memos to his executive committee, all of
them, every branch of the department. He told them, “There’s this artist working here.
I’m approving these projects. Help her.”
Rail: Was Touch Sanitation the first project?

Mierle Laderman Ukeles, Touch Sanitation, 1979 – 80. Citywide performance with 8,500 Sanitation workers across all fiftynine New York City Sanitation districts. Courtesy Ronald Feldman Fine Arts. Photo: Marcia Bricker.

Ukeles: I gave him proposals for three projects: Touch Sanitation, a work skills festival
(which turned into the ballets), and artworks for landfills. I flipped over the landfills.
That was the time of classical land art, like the earthworks movement. But I could never
see those works because you had to travel so far to get to them, often in a private plane.
It was sort of a private, macho thing. But I saw these open acres of land and I thought,
“Oh my god! These could be sites for urban earthworks.”
When I came to the sanitation department in 1976, I had been doing this work about
maintenance for a while, since 1969. But this was big! This was the biggest maintenance
system I could ever hope to work with. And it was pure. Also it was all males at that
point and I actually thought that was really cool. These are the housekeepers of the city,
and they’re all men! So as a feminist, with this all-male workforce, I felt it was the
perfect opportunity to shatter so many preconceptions about labor, to just blow them
up. I hit a limit of western culture that actually talks about democracy, but is really just
about class.
Rail: Were you aware of the class of the workers? They must have been middle class.

Ukeles: They were middle-class people. Most people aren’t aware of that. I liked that:
they are middle-class and so am I. So many middle-class people feel invisible and that’s
what really pissed me off the most. I would say that most of the people that worked in
sanitation came from high-skilled technical backgrounds, but that didn’t guarantee
them a steady job. They wanted to buy into the middle-class dream of America, a steady
job, get a mortgage, get benefits, and that’s why they went into sanitation. The thought
was: if I get into a steady job, I’m set. That’s why people were so hysterical. They didn’t
want to pick up garbage.
Rail: They wanted security.
Ukeles: That was the trade-off. They wanted security and it was caving in on them.
So that was the first proposal and Norman Steisel really agreed with me. He felt that it
was worth taking a risk. I think he felt that if it didn’t work out they could say thank you
and just move on. We started with Touch Sanitation. The department provided me with
a driver and a guide for a whole year. Thank god they did, otherwise I’d still be
wandering around Queens looking for the sanitation workers! I piggybacked on their
genius: they know where everybody is. I mean, think about that! They know where you
are because they have to, or else they can’t find your garbage, right? And they know if
you’re doing okay or if you’re not doing okay, because they see your garbage, and you
can learn a lot about someone from the contents of their garbage. So I piggybacked on
their brilliant operations system and built an itinerary of ten sweeps around the city,
over the course of which I went to every single sanitation facility and met all of the
workers.
Rail: And you completed this project over the course of a year?
Ukeles: I thought it would take three months. It took eleven. The reason thatTouch
Sanitation was first was that I felt like I needed to develop some credibility. I didn’t
know anything about sanitation, so what right did I have to open my mouth? That’s why
I needed to face everyone in the whole system: it felt like a much better way to
introduce myself.
Rail: You set up a logical system with a set of defining parameters, set the system into
action, and let it run its course. There’s a level of absurdity that’s undermined by the

fact that you actually achieved the seemingly unachievable task that you set for yourself.
What happened after you finished Touch Sanitation?
Ukeles: From the beginning my plan was to have a Touch Sanitation show. It took four
years to get it together because I wanted to have the show at a transfer station and in
my gallery, Ronald Feldman Gallery in Soho, at the same time. The whole thing just
about did me in! It was a bad idea to do them simultaneously, but it was logical because
I felt that both perspectives were necessary to really do the art justice. The two sites
required two different ways of seeing.
Rail: Your work with the sanitation department continues to this day. What changes
have you seen in your forty years working there?
Ukeles: The commissioner of sanitation happens to be a woman right now, and the
deputy of sustainability is a woman, too. Their big project is zero waste to landfills by
2030 and they both talk about circular economies. Circular economies means there’s no
out; you move material throughout the city but it’s always in a flow system. That’s what
I’ve been talking about since 1969! As a mother, I was involved in maintenance
practices that were circular, repetitive, necessary, and as a feminist I learned from that
work and turned it into art. I learned these lessons of circularity because of how pissed
off I was, working in my kitchen or changing diapers, and now they’re becoming city
policy.
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Manifesto for Maintenance: A Conversation With Mierle Laderman
Ukeles
by Bartholomew Ryan 03/20/09
Forty years ago the artist Mierle Laderman Ukeles sat down and wrote the Manifesto for Maintenance Art,
1969! It promoted ‘maintenance' ("sustain the change; protect progress") as an important value in contrast to
the excitement of avant-garde and industrial ‘development'. One of the early lines in the manifesto reads, "The
sourball of every revolution: after the revolution, who's going to pick up the garbage on Monday morning." In
1973, as part of c.7500 Lucy Lippard's all-female traveling exhibition of conceptual artists, Ukeles performed
four actions at the Wadsworth Atheneum in Hartford Connecticut that were early important works of
Institutional Critique. In 1977, Ukeles became the artist in residence at New York City's Department of
Sanitation, a position she has held since. In recent years, Ukeles has been collaboratively developing plans for a
park on the site of Staten Island's recently closed Fresh Kills Landfill. Here she chats about the Manifesto for
Maintenance Art with Bartholomew Ryan, whose work as an independent curator and critic has been informed
recently by the history of the manifesto form
BR: Mierle, I'd like to chat about your manifesto. When did you write it?
MLU: In October 1969, in a cold fury, I sat down and I wrote the manifesto naming Maintenance Art. It arrived
in one package though it was not the result of one simple idea as many people think, but of layers of causes
which led up to this encapsulation. Art is often an encapsulation of a whole flow of things that end up in one
formal thing, and the formal thing here was the manifesto document.
BR: What kind of work had you been doing?

MLU: I had a very privileged education, I majored in international relations; then I went to the Pratt Institute,
and got kicked out for making what they said was pornographic art, which I thought was abstract art. They were

cheesecloth wrappings; I called them ‘bindings', sort of energy pods, where I stuffed them up to the point of
bursting with rags. When they had hernias? That was a failure. I wanted them to be to the point of explosion,
totally bursting with energy. I thought that they were like images of energy captured, only the Dean and the
Chairman at Pratt thought they were pornographic, and told the teacher that I was ‘oversexed', and he had to
stop me from doing them. I mean they looked more like organs than ...
BR: Than sexual organs ...
MLU: I think they looked more like digestive organs [laughing] I thought they were abstract. I didn't know
what the hell these people were talking about. I was shocked, and my teacher Robert Richenberg was very
supportive. And that is when they got hysterical, he ended up getting fired, I thought the whole school would
march out because of academic freedom/ That lasted about fifteen minutes, then everybody wanted to keep their
jobs, and keep their whatever, and the whole thing died away. Another experience, earlier, when I was a senior
at Barnard, the President used to rant at us, "You can do anything, you can be anything!" And I believed her. I
was this sap for freedom talk. This was the Sixties, the time of the civil rights movement; this is what was in
the air, the notion that the world could be reinvented so that people were free, that it belonged to everybody. I
mean, I didn't make this stuff up.
BR: In 1968 you had your first baby?
MLU: Right. Yes. And when people would meet me pushing my baby carriage, they didn't have any questions
to ask me. They didn't say "How is it, to create life? How can you describe this amazing thing?" There really
weren't questions. It was like I was mute, there was no language. This is 1968, there was no valuing of
‘maintenance' in Western Culture. The trajectory was: make something new, always move forward. Capitalism
is like that. The people who were taking care and keeping the wheels of society turning were mute, and I didn't
like it! I felt when I was watching Richard Serra do these very simple things like throwing the lead, or Judd
building things -- the language of Process Art and Minimalism, which I felt very in tune with -- I felt like "what
are they doing?" They are lifting industrial processes and forgetting about the whole culture that they come out
of. So Serra was this steel worker without the work, without the workers. And Judd was this carpenter without
workers. They didn't have workers, they didn't have people, they had objects -- or they had results. And I felt
that they were falling into the same trap as the rest of this damn culture, which couldn't see the whole structures
or cultures of workers that made the kind of work that invented these processes and refined them.

They were skimming off the top. Meanwhile, I had spent four years, from 1963 to 1967, trying to make these
inflatables that would be huge, and could float in the water and in the air. I just wanted to be able to make these
big, inflatable environments stuffed with air that I could fold up and put in my pocket when I was done. I did

not want to have to take care of anything. But, there were all sorts of problems, and these things that were
supposed to be symbols of freedom, they cracked. My bio then was ‘move forward into the unknown' just like
Harold Rosenberg had told me to. -- you know, like the Abstract Expressionists. You move forward, and take
the whole culture with you. Actually, I still have that feeling.
BR: That's OK. [laughter]
MLU: Anyway, they cracked, they melted -- it was just a disaster. I spent four years on this stuff. The elements
of the world, like gravity, came crashing in, so you had to take care of things, and I was trying to avoid taking
care. So, I sat down and I said, "If I am the artist, and if I am the boss of my art, then I name Maintenance Art."
And really, it was like a survival strategy, because I felt like "how do I keep going?" I am this maintenance
worker, I am this artist -- I mean this is early feminism, very rigid, I literally was divided in two. Half of my
week I was the mother, and the other half the artist. But, I thought to myself, "this is ridiculous, I am the one." It
is the artist, not art history and not the critics and not anybody -- it is the artist that invents what is art, and that
is why it is important to write a manifesto. It wasn't just, "How am I feeling today?" It was saying, "OK folks,
we have hit a certain point here, and from now on art has changed. Why? Because I say so."
BR: Where were you when you wrote it?
MLU: We were living in Philadelphia for a year. I was sitting in a room on a chair where the seat had almost
collapsed so you could just sit on the frame because I didn't fix it! [laughter].
BR: The manifesto opened a lot of doors, including an important exhibition, c. 7,500, curated by Lucy Lippard.
In 1977 you joined the Department of Sanitation as an Artist In Residence, and you have been there since. Your
past and present work is in conversation with many contexts in contemporary art. For instance, I find your
having been at the DOS for this long rigorous, conceptually speaking -- this ongoing dedication through what I
imagine are a myriad of logistical concerns.
MLU: You know, I saw On Kawara's show recently [at David Zwirner Gallery], and I I think that he is dealing
with maintenance more than most. That is what maintenance is, trying to listen to the hum of living. A feeling
of being alive, breath to breath. The same way that the sanitation department sends out 1,600 trucks every day,
it is like this repetitive thing that as much as you chafe at the boredom of the repetition is as important as the
other parts. And I know that that has to be a part of culture. Because if isn't, then you don't have a culture that
welcomes in everybody. And, I mean everybody.

